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Introduction

Understanding of neuronal basis of conscious state is one of the key topics in

recent neurobiology.

Based on several human imaging data, it is now obvious thatcontents

consciousness are linked to the so called “high order” cortical regions on various

levels whereas the maintenance of consciousness as astate gives a key role to

functional connections with the brainstem or the thalamo-cortical system.

The aim of the dissertation is to furnish data about the importance of a special

subcortical neuronal network in maintaining and reoccurrence of the

consciousness.

The complex contents of consciousness are merely linked to the intracortical

organization of the cerebral cortex. However the maintenance of standby mode

of cerebral cortex is done by subcortical regions such as brainstem reticular

formation, hypothalamus, thalamus and basal forebrain. In other words it means

that these structures contribute to maintaining conscious state by making them

accessible for the highly developed and specialized neocortical units

(“information integration capacity”) by activating the thalamo-cortical system

(arousal). Thus, in orderto be capable of neocortical dependent conscious

processing, these subcortical neuronal effects are essential.

One of the ascending reticular activating system (ARAS) classical nuclei is

the nucleus reticularis pontis oralis (PnO). Since it has been proven in a lot of

cases that led to loss of consciousness where connection of fronto-parieto-

occipital connection was disrupted, the PnO was involved, that’s way we wanted

to examine the cellular working function in the PnO. The knowledge of punctual

anatomical and functional relationship of neocortex and PnO is very interesting

from theoretical point of view in order to understand the state of consciousness

and for practical reasons it is important to know how anesthetics agents work.



Questions

During ourpreexaminations arose the question whether the generalization of

focal-cortical seizure could be linked to the impairment of the giant neuronal

network in thereticular formation.That is why we wanted to examined whether

this phenomenon is common during progression of differently induced epilepsies:

●Can the selective impairment of gigantocellular network in the pontine

reticular happen in other systemically administered epilepsy models?

●During the progression of epilepsy – which was monitored

electrophysiologically and behaviorally– when does the formation of “dark” state

of giant cells happen?

We were interested to see the level of activity of ARAS nuclei neurons in

freely moving animals. The questions are as follows:

●Are theextracellularlyregistered giant cellsaction potentials (eAP) from the

PnOarousal related?

●What is the relation between the firing characteristics of neurons of different

types in mesencephalicreticular formation(MRF) and PnO during sleep-wake

cycle.

●Canmonosynaptically connected neuron pairs be recorded among

concurrently registered cells and if the answer is yes then does strenght oftheir

connection change during the sleep-wake cycle?

●Can we see the cholinergic effects of PPTg on PnOinterneurons during

work?

●What kind of effects does it have on animals behavior, EEG or sensory

evoked potentials if their PnO is bilaterally paralyzed?

The PnO local stimulation induced strong arousal effect during anesthesia

which could be seen in the EEG desincronization and the persistently increasing

firing rate in the neocortex after stimulation. In order to clearly see which



structures mediate the arousal effects of PnO we monitored anaesthetized

animals with help of EEG along with the fMRI-BOLD imaging during and after

stimulation. The questions that arose are as follows:

●At EEG desincronization induced by PnO arousal, between which regions

did the functional connectivity increase during fMRI-BOLD imaging?

●Is it possible to decide what kind of subcortical structures mediate arousal

withfunctional connectivity (FC) increase?

Methods

●Focal-cortical4-aminopiridine crystal administration

●Systemic administration of 4-AP, pilocarpine and kainate

●Second treatment of kainate after 4-AP or pilocarpine administration

●Racine-scaling(behavior)

●Treiman- scaling (electroencephalogram)

●Silver-staining for ‘dark-neurons’ by Gallyas

●Construction of a silicium-based electrode/flexible-cable/microdrive systemfor

extracellular unit recording from brainstem reticular formation areas in freely

moving rats

●Registration of motility by 3D accelerometer

●Auditory and visually evoked potentials, startle reaction registration

●Cross correlogram and effective connectivity analysis between neuron pairs

●fMRI-BOLD functional connectivity analysis during PnO stimulation

accompanied by EEG recording

During our experiments we examined general activation of ARAS or its

induction during general anesthesia in different contexts. The experiments have

one thing in common: we examined PnO which has been ’forgotten’ so far: it is

one of the possible key players of ARAS nuclei. Our attention started to focus on



PnO that ARAS giant cell network suffered selective excitotoxic damage –

particularly the population of PnO-during SE related loss of consciousness.

There arose a neuron population with very wide AP that was registered from

freely moving animals, which we think came from giant cells. These eAP firing

activity was at its highest during active wakefulness. To our surprise we were

able to record numerous cells of small amplitude and thin/symmetrical spike form

probably local interneurons. The CCG analysis gave pivotal role of giant cell-

interneuron interactions in sleep-wake cycle regulation because the strengths of

monosynaptic connections were state dependent. Besides it drew our attention to

the fact that the giant PnO cells not only detonate the neocortex aspecificallyas

we thought it but theirs a fine fine local interneuron network in the pontine region

which efficiently regulates the cortico-reticular longer range loops.

The microdialitcally administered TTX into the PnO caused immediately a

PVS. As the giant cells suffered selective excitoxic lesion during SE and we

paralyzed the PnOby TTX it can be assumed that the causeof comatic states is

the functional ablation of giant cells arousal mediating effects. The TTX

paralyzing effects proved that the PnO is able to mediate the transition between

the conscious an unconscious states.

The PnO giant cells raise first their firing rates in the SWS/W transition. This

fact shows that the giant cells have crucial role ofinitialization of intentional

movements.

Unfortunately we have not been able to show the PPTg cholinergic synaptical

effects on PnO interneurons. This failure is due to anatomical and statistical

facts.

Since the functional relationship of these cortical structures is the essential

condition of conscious wakefulness we believe that the PnO reticulo-cortical

effects organize the information integral capacity of thesehigh order cortices.

The activating effect of PnO on FC level could be seen in the basal forebrain

an the thalamus too. Based on this the ARAS effects also activate the neocortex

trough these two structures.



The experiments have pointed out that the cortex cannot be functionally

separated from those subcortical structures that ensure ascending activating

effects; moreover, we can conclude that the neocortex and the ARAS form one

functioning unit. In this system the neural impulses are always ont he move in

this extremly complex organization and they stabilized themselvesin a different

sate of balance while changing functional manners int he sleep-wake cycle,but

when they stop working due to pathological circumstances or during anesthesia

they can lead to the loss of consciousness.
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